E92 328i engine

Nico DeMattia. That can upset many BMW enthusiasts that miss the days of natural aspiration.
Admittedly, BMW made some incredible free-breathing inline-six engines, engines that were
some of the best in the industry. Yet, they no longer exist on production BMWs. That means that
if you want a naturally-aspirated BMW, you have to look at the used market, which is something
many enthusiasts are doing. Under its hood lies a 3. The new B48 2. From mph, the old E92
BMW i gets from mph in about 6. The new F30 i? It can do the same sprint in about 5. So the old
E92 i is significantly slower than its more modern replacement. However, its free-revving engine
is infinitely more enjoyable to use than the more modern turbocharged engine. It revs so cleanly
and fantastically, all the while making that old-school BMW I6 noise that we all love and miss.
When paired with a six-speed manual, you get to properly rev that engine out and keep it in the
meat of its powerband. It also looks superb, the E92 3 Series Coupe. Its proportions are bang-on
and it just looks so good, even years later. Its interior is also simple and uncluttered, lacking
any of the crazy fancy tech of more modern BMWs. The best part of the E92 BMW i, though?
When you consider its great looks, brilliant engine, more pure driving dynamics and low price
point, it could be the best used car deal for BMW enthusiasts on the market. G80 M3. Continue
Reading Below. E92 BMW i. Facebook Twitter Email. You may also like. More from 3 Series.
Videos See all. F82 M4 vs. E92 M3 V8 21 February How to unlock and start your BMW with a
dead key fob 8 February About Advertise Contact. Ujjwal Rathore. The styling differed from the
sedan much more than in previous generations, and was not simply a 3 Series sedan with two
doors taken off in the styling department. It had a completely different front end, as well as a
new rear end. The coupe and convertible shared the same engines, as well as the same interior
as the sedan. E90 models are a dime a dozen on the roads, and while the E92 is not a rare car, it
is less common, which means you stand out that much more. The two doors also just look
much better, and the changes to the front and rear end over the sedan make the coupe and
convertible a more attractive looking car. The E92 was also available in AWD. Meaning if you
want an AWD coupe or convertible, the E46 is not a suitable option. The U. All of these cars had
inline-6 cylinder engines, and were available with a 6-Speed transmission, or an automatic. The
car received a facelift for the model year with new styling, and some updates to the iDrive. To
see a photo comparison of the two, check this out. The i featured a 3. Although it lacks all the
power of the i due to having no turbochargers, it is much more reliable. It also sounds great too,
and has the characteristic inline-six smoothness. The i is also the more affordable E The i
introduced the famed twin turbo 3. This engine is loved by the enthusiast community due to its
tunability. It is very common to see tuned N54 i models beating E92 M3s at the drag strip. This
came with some drawbacks however. With the facelift, the N54 engine was replaced with the N It
still produced the same horsepower, and same torque, but they went from twin turbos to single
turbo with two scrolls. Driving wise, there was not much a difference. But the N55 fixed some of
the reliability issues of the N A drawback of this being a less tuner friendly engine. The is
started production in , and lasted through It kept the N54 engine past unlike the non s models,
and had a 22 hp and 75 lb-ft increase over the standard model. Like the other models, it came
with a 6-speed manual. But instead of a torque converter automatic, you could get a 7-speed
dual clutch. Some other upgrades included styling changes to the front and rear, different
wheels, and is badging in the instrument cluster, as well as the dash. G80 M3. Continue Reading
Below. Buying Guide E92 E92 3 Series. Facebook Twitter Email. You may also like. More from 3
Series. Videos See all. F82 M4 vs. E92 M3 V8 21 February How to unlock and start your BMW
with a dead key fob 8 February About Advertise Contact. That was not something unusual, but
the completely different styling, when compared to its sedan sibling, was a shock for the
brand's fans. The first 3 series was launched in and it was available as a two-door only. The first
sedan appeared in , a year after the second generation was launched, as a coupe. In , the fifth
generation was first launched as a sedan and, a year later, as a coupe. The German
car-manufacturer succeeded to bring all the good features from the sedan version but added an
individual identity of its own for the coupe. Almost no body panels were carried over from the
sedan. The plastic front fenders the doors or the rear fenders were different. The different
headlights inspired an aggressive car, able to deliver strong performance. And, in most of the
engine versions, that was true. Unlike the sedan, the coupe featured frame-less windows for the
doors. The rear windows were fixed. Inside, the dashboard was carried over from its 4- or 5-door
siblings. But the similarities are ending there. In the back, there was a limited room, only for two
passengers. The high, transmission tunnel that crossed the cabin from front to back, didn't
leave enough room for an adult middle passenger. For the engine and transmission, the
3-Series Coupe, or E92 as it was known by the brand's enthusiasts, took most of them from the
sedan version. But it was not fitted with engines lower than a 2-liter segment. All rights
reserved. Pick brand. The 3 Series Coupe was launched in , a year after the four-door version.
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lowercase letter, an uppercase letter, a digit and a special character! Whether you're
maintaining or repairing your stock engine or looking for added horsepower, we have one of the
most complete inventories of engine parts and accessories for German motorcars. From hard
parts to software upgrades; we have you covered. Optimize cooling system performance and
heater output with quality belts, hoses, parts, and approved fluids from ECS Tuning. Head off
expensive repairs and untimely breakdowns with regularly scheduled cooling system
inspection and maintenance. With automotive electrical content growing yearly, it has never
been more important to keep your charging and electrical system in top working condition. ECS
Tuning stocks a huge and growing inventory of electrical sensors, motors, and actuators from
original equipment and name-brand aftermarket suppliers. Whether you're repairing or
upgrading your engine, we have engine parts from the most respected suppliers in the
business. Purchase parts and peace of mind from ECS Tuning for your next engine repair or
overhaul. Our name says it all. That's why ECS Tuning is dedicated to providing our customers
with the broadest possible assortment of tuning options, in a range of prices and options to fit
any budget. Start small and grow your car into something special with performance products
from a company that has tuning in its name--and in its blood. For a long and healthy life, you
must maintain your engine with manufacturer-approved oil and filters. Our oil service kits
include the highest-quality oils and filters designed specifically for each vehicle. All engine
performance begins with engine breathing. That's why we have a large inventory of stock and
performance intake manifolds and related components, including MAF sensors, intake hoses,
cold air systems, and filters for both normally aspirated and forced induction engines. To live
long and perform well, your engine must breathe clean and breathe free. In addition to
traditional cut and stamped gaskets for everything from water pumps to cylinder heads, ECS
Tuning stocks state of the art sealers in a tube, designed to work with modern original
equipment designs to prevent both vacuum and fluid leaks. ECS Tuning has made it simple to
find the perfect fuel system components for your car. Many engine-related repairs require
specialty tools. ECS Tuning has a full line of European automotive and specialty tools to help
you get your job done right in less time, the first time. Repairing failed emission components
doesn't just turn off the check engine light so you can pass your local emissions test, it also
improves performance and fuel economy. Prevent catastrophic engine damage: replace your
timing belt and related components every six years, or at certain mileage intervals
recommended in your vehicle maintenance schedule, whichever comes first. Buy individual kits
or purchase our famous timing belt service kits, complete with all the parts and fluid needed for
a professional quality timing belt service. Oil, fuel, and air filters remove dirt and other
contaminants that abrade close-tolerance engine and fuel system components. When replaced
as part of a comprehensive maintenance program, quality filters prevent costly breakdowns.
Engine covers are more than styling statements. They keep moisture, road salt, and debris from
damaging your engine, battery, and other underhood components, and help protect hoses and
wiring harnesses from rodents. Worn or torn engine mounts create noise, harshness, and
vibration in the drivetrain that transfers annoyingly to the cabin. Broken motor mounts also
pose a threat to safety. Regularly inspect and replace any engine mount that shows signs of
cracking, looseness, or other damage. Pulleys drive accessories essential to vehicle operation.
Whether you need to install a stock original equipment pulley during a repair, or improve engine
performance and appearance with a special lightweight aluminum or underdrive pulley, count
on ECS Tuning for pulley solutions that work. Modern high-tech ignitions are complex,
computer-controlled systems that deliver spark to the cylinders with amazing efficiency and
split-second timing. That's why ECS Tuning stocks ignition modules, coils, wiring, and spark
plugs. Look to us for OEM and aftermarket ignition components to keep your engine running
strong. Drive belts transfer crankshaft power to various accessories, including the alternator,
water pump, power steering pump, and air conditioning compressor. Replacement of belts and
tensioners at recommended service intervals helps you avoid untimely breakdowns and
expensive vehicle repairs. Is your engine hunting for a steady idle or idling rough? You might
have unmetered air entering your system due to a vacuum leak. Find it, fix it, and get back to
normal with our selection of vacuum system parts. Whether you're repairing an existing turbo
or adding one, ECS Tuning has turbos, turbo kits, and all the hardware and valving you need to
turn forced induction into added power. Superchargers are a fast, efficient way to increase
engine performance. That's why ECS Tuning carries a large selection of original equipment and
aftermarket superchargers, belts, pulleys, and accessories. We also have a complete line of VF
Supercharger kits, ready to bolt-on. Add power and performance with special software
upgrades from recognized tuning leaders like APR, Cobb, and Malone. Let our trained support
staff show you how to pick the package that suits your driving preferences and budget, and get
it installed. ECS Tuning is not affiliated with any automobile manufacturers. Cancel Add. Create
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